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Coptic Texts In The Chester Beatty: 
Pshoi and Cephalon 

(Plates 11–18) 
 
  When the two papyrus documents, here published for the first 
time, were acquired by the Chester Beatty Library is unknown. Nor can 
their original provenience be established.1 The Library's records are 
silent on both counts. The first text evidently belongs to a Life of a 
Coptic saint, while the second is part of a Martyrdom previously 
published 
 
1.   P. Chester Beatty 2033 (Pshoi of Jeremias) Plates 11–14 
  This papyrus, written in the Sahidic dialect, consists of 11 
fragments gathered into two frames, which vary in size from circa 18 
cmB x 13.3 cmH (Frame 1) to circa 11 cmB x 2 cmH (Frame 2j). The 
present width of the largest fragment (circa 18 cm) appears to represent 
the original measurement of the folio(s). The written surface comprises 
circa 12.2 cmB. The height can no longer be determined. 
The manuscript was written in a single column of text to a page with an 
average of 16 letters per line. Preserved left-hand margins vary from 
circa 1 cm (Frame 2b→) to circa 3 cm (Frame 1→), and right-hand 
margins measure circa 3 cm or rather less when the scribe allowed his 
line to intrude on the margin. Lower margins are between circa 4 cm 
(Frame 1↓) and circa 2 cm (Frame 2g↓. 
  Apart from the usual syllabic overlining, lightly applied and used 
somewhat erratically, our manuscript gives examples of diaeresis and 
medial/high stop, the latter usually accompanied by extra spacing. 
Ekthesis of one letter is twice in evidence: Frame 1↓ 9, Frame 2c→ 3. 
The right-hand margin of Frame 1→ appears to have remnants of a 
decorative design. If our reading is correct, Frame 2e↓ 8 features an 
instance of an abbreviated numeral. 
  What the original order of the pages was must be based on 
circumstantial evidence. We have assumed that Frame 2g↓ marks the 
conclusion of our text, since the name "(E)zekiel" has been written in 
small script in the lower margin of this fragment. If the name is that of 
the author of our document and/or its scribe, as seems possible, the 

                                                
1 The authors are grateful to the Trustees of the Library for permission to publish 

these texts. 
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fragment in question must have belonged to the concluding few lines. 
Since fragments e and g belong together and all fragments in Frame 2, 
from a purely physical point of view, may well have constituted a single 
leaf, the page order of this frame is probably →↓. The order for Frame 1 
may be the same, if we assume that the individual mentioned on ↓ is 
introduced on →. This assumption, however, poses a problem since the 
final letter on ↓ looks more like an alpha than the required iota for 
"Pshoi." 
  The identification of our text is not certain. We have already 
noted that the text may conclude, perhaps inter alia, with the name of its 
author/scribe "Ezekiel," or rather "Zekiel," a variant form well known 
from inscriptions and classified by Heuser (Die Personennamen der 
Kopten p. 110) under "Kurz- und Kosenamen." It is well known that a 
certain Ezekiel was a disciple of Paul of Tamma(h) who made his 
monastic abode near Antinooupolis. As is clear both from the Jacobite 
Synaxary (Patrologia Orientalis 1 pp. 321–22) and the extant fragments 
of Paul's Life (Amélineau, Monuments pour serv. a l'histoire de l'Egypte 
chrétienne pp. 759–69, 835–36), it was this Ezekiel who was responsible 
for composing Paul's biography. In the course of his (first person) 
narrative, Ezekiel relates that, when he and his master Paul were visiting 
Christian brothers to the south of the city of Antinooupolis, they reached 
Siout (Lycopolis) where they spent some time with local hermits. At that 
point Ezekiel continues his story: as4wpe de nou6oou a3ei 4aran 
n2i ouna2 en6agios nte pnoute ep3ran pea pa p4ai 
nteieremias e34oop 6m ptoou mpkwou nsa piebet mpierro, 
("Now it happened one day that a great saint of God came to us, named 
Pshai of Jeremias, who lived in Mt. Pkoou, east of the river" [Amélineau 
p. 768]). We know from both the Alexandrian and the Jacobite 
Synaxaries on Paul's life, as well as from John Kolobos' Life of Pshoi, 
that Paul and Pshoi developed an intimate relationship. According to 
these traditions, Pshoi at some point joined Paul at Antinooupolis, and 
the two became such fast friends that when Pshoi's body was being 
transported up the Nile to Antinooupolis, the boat refused to sail past the 
grave of Paul. Only after the two of them had been placed side by side 
on board could the journey be completed. 
  Precisely when Pshoi moved permanently to live with Paul is not 
clear. According to his chronology delineated by H. G. Evelyn-White 
(The Monasteries of Wâdi 'n Natrûn, Part 2 p. 160), Pshoi will have 
spent only the last ten years of his life (407–417) in the vicinity of 
Antinooupolis. Most of his monastic life (some 67 years) was spent near 
Scetis. It is quite clear, however, from his Life that his 
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acquaintance with Paul dated from his early life. So, for example, the 
Greek Life (Pomijalowski 45) mentions that when he was still a young 
man, he and Paul paid a visit to the great Poemen; and then the text 
notes in passing, "For he [Pshoi] was well acquainted with him [Paul] 
and visited him frequently." In similar vein the Arabic version, 
according to Evelyn-White, has Pshoi say that, during his long stay in 
the desert of Scetis, he visited the fathers in Upper Egypt from time to 
time, seeking their advice. 
  It seems reasonable to assume, then, that the passage we have 
cited from Paul's Life refers to one of Pshoi's (apparently in this case 
prolonged) visits to Upper Egypt. While Amélineau (Géographie p. 358) 
expressed uncertainty about the exact identification of Pkoou, Paul 
Kahle (Bala’izah 2 p. 23) equates it with Antaiopolis. (See now TAVO 
B VI 15 by Stefan Timm.) Paul's Life certainly places it in the vicinity 
of Siout where there was one of several known monasteries of Jeremias, 
hence Pshoi's epithet "of Jeremias," which he bears not only in Paul's 
Life but also in at least three inscriptions, two from Bawit (see MIF 59 
nos. 448 and 452) and one from Deir el-Gebrawi (see N. de Garis 
Davies vol. 2 p1. 29, 3). The manner of Pshoi's introduction into Paul's 
Life as well as the naming of his place of residence must mean that he 
had not yet joined Paul on a permanent basis. He appears on the scene, 
participates in the baptism of a large group (354 in all) of idolators who, 
when the saints approach their burial cave, regain life, and then 
disappears again (Amélineau, Monuments p. 768–69, 835–36). The 
episode is unfortunately not extant in its entirety in Arnelineau's text. 
  What is of interest for our purposes is the type of introduction 
Pshoi receives in Paul's Life. In similar vein we read in the new Chester 
Beatty text (Frame 1↓): . . . rwme mp]noute epe[3]ran pe a pa p4oi+ n-
i+erhmias: as4wpe n-o[u]6oou auson ei 4aro[3] m\pe3au[ht] e`[i] 
t?[e3]euergas[ia . . . , (". . .  man of God whose name was Apa Pshoi 
of Jeremias. One day a brother came to him in his community to receive 
a kindness from him . . . ”). But in spite of the similarities, the 
identification of our text with Paul's Life encounters some serious 
obstacles. In favour of the identification one might argue that, since the 
manner of introduction clearly precludes the Life of Pshoi himself, 
which, moreover, is extant and can be checked, and since the Life of 
Paul of Tamma(h) appears to be the only known Life in which Pshoi is 
secondarily introduced, chances are that the new text belongs to Paul's 
Life. Furthermore, the lower margin of one of our fragments (Frame 
2g↓) features the name of Paul's biographer, Ezekiel, and this may 
plausibly represent the author of our text, possibly penned by his own 
hand — in which case P. Chester 
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Beatty 2023 must be dated to the fifth century, a conclusion which 
seems acceptable on palaeographical grounds. Against the identification, 
however, it needs to be emphasized that even though Pshoi's 
introductions per se are very similar in the Beatty text and Paul's Life, 
the immediate contexts are markedly different. That Frame 1↓ and the 
materials in Frame 2 do not match up with Amélineau's text is, of 
course, no obstacle to the identification, since that text is fragmentary 
and, furthermore, lacks the final page(s), which Frame 2 of the Beatty 
represents, on the assumption that "Zekiel" is to be read as (part of) a 
colophon. Yet, the radically different contexts of Pshoi's introductions 
decisively preclude the identification of P. Chester Beatty 2033 as 
belonging to the Life of Paul of Tamma(h), unless we posit that 
Ezekiel's biography circulated in (at least) two versions. 
 
 Frame 1→ (Plate 11)   Frame 1↓(Plate 12) 
                      ]6n6wb 
 nim 6mpoue]i?4 etm\au 
                           ] auw mn-n-   . k . [ 
4                            ]3?4hre de   e\6rai+ n . [ 
                        ei]w?t apa   n-ne6:  6 
                               ]l?ios p?e   r-4om[nt n6oou 
                   rwme mp]n?oute   e6rai+? [ 
8 ep?e?3ran pe? a? pa p4oi+   nia[ 
 n-i+er?hmias:  as4wpe  n_teroun?a?u? etno?2? n 
 n-o?[u]6oou aus?o?n ei- 4a  2om n-tas4wpe e- 
 ro?[3] m\pe3au[ht] e? ?̀[I  bol 6itoo-t3 m\p?[r]w?me 
12 t?[e3]euergas[ia  mpno]u?te a-pa p[ . . ]a 
 bottom    bottom 
 
 Frame 2→ (Plate 13) 
(a)     ]l? . [. . . . ]:  e . [  (b) on a3a4[ 
 ] . e5[ . . .] . wn . [   de n-ter[ 
 ]` tatsio- n-ta[   n-tei+6e . [ 
 ]be `e akeire m\[   a?n2eph[ 
 ] . e:   auw 5na?[            ]n?t?[ 
              ]6m\[ 
 
(c) ep?e? . [  (d) ]nen . [ 
 ebol: [   ]ere pa?[ 
 `e ein[   ]t?ep[ 
4    . oou . [       ] . 3[ 
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(e,g)                 ] . s  (f)  .[ 
  ]ra . [ . . ] . m   e6r[ 
  ] e?bol 6i?oot3\   a32 . [ 
4     ] o?t n-s[ . . . .]: mn-   wrm\[ 
  ]o? de e. [ . . . ]eio\te[   6?n-e?[ 
  ] . . u . [ . ]4 apa[    ] . . [ 
          a]b?ra6am mn-[ 
8 eisaa]k? mn- i+akwb [  (h) ]4p[ 
  ] m\mo3 auw e[   ]pa6t?[ 
  ]u ero3 eu`w[   ] ?̀al?[ 
  ] na3 `e? `i?[   ]ta[ 
 bottom 
 
(i) ]pia  (j)     ]t[ 
 ]4ll-:      ]a?n?[ 
 ] . ei 
 
 Frame 2↓ (Plate 14) 
(a)   ]6wb [  (b)    ]m4o? . . . 
  ] . no [ . . . ] ari .   o]uarxh na 
 o]un ouno2 n-ta?[     ]n- ni+moui+: 
4 e]r?o3 6n- tpe: e[     ] d?e na5 n-[ 
   ]m\pek?tm\pek . [     ]n?e?b? . [ 
    ]k . [ 
 
(c)  tr]ofh  (d)      ] . . [ 
     ]n?a3`e       ]e35 . [ 
     ]w4e   ]auaa3[ 
4     ] . . . .      ]k?`w?[ 
 
(e,g) a?[          ] . [  (f)       ]mn 
  ou[ . . . ] .r3\ e . [      ]n?ma 
  a\nw?[ . . ]em\pe .       ]ne\ 
4  en4[ . . . ]6m\p . [      ] auw? 
  n-ter[ep]6ise [      ]: ai+[ 
  m\pene4 . [ 
  al]la an5n?[  (h)   ]pe . [ 
8       ]6a o\eike\kh       ]a?bol .[ 
    4]antn-wn-6\ 6[n       ]n?o . [ 
           ] . . .n: auw [       ]ah\[  
                     ] . 6m\t[ 
bottom 
           ] zekihl [ 
 
(i)  bo?[  (j)      ]n?[ 
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  ei+[   ]n[ 
  6e?[   ] . [ 
 
 

TRANSLATION 
 
  (Frame 1→) . . . in every matter at that time . . . and there were 
no . . . but . . . son... father Apa . . . lios . . . man of God whose name was 
Apa Pshoi of (the monastery of) Jeremias. One day a brother came to 
him in his community to receive his kindness. (↓)... up ... of oilspent 
three days ... up . . . When they saw the great power which emanated 
from the hand of the man of God Apa P ... (Frame 2→) (a) . . . and 
satisfy my . . . because you did . . . and I will . . . (b) again he called . . . 
but . . . after . . . in this manner . . . we hastened . . . (c) . . . out bring . . . 
(e,g.) . . . from his hand . . . but . . . fathers . . . Apa . . . Abraham and 
Isaac and Jacob . . . him and . . . to him saving . . . to him: Take . . . (↓) 
(a) . . . thing . . . do . . . there is great . . . for him in heaven . . . (b) . . . a 
beginning will . . . these lions . . . will give . . . (c) . . . food . . . to him: . . 
. cry out . . . (d) . . . he giving . . . they did it . . . you say . . . (e,g.) . . . 
after the suffering . . . we were not able . . . but we did give . . . five 
loaves . . . until we live in . . . and . . . Zekiel. 
 
2.   P. Chester Beatty 2022 (Cephalon) Plates 15–18 
  As may be recalled, in Studies in Philology in Honour of Ronald 
James Williams (ed. G. E. Kadish and G. E. Freeman, Toronto, 1982), 
pp. 113–24, we published a papyrus leaf numbered 2022 which we 
assigned to the Martyrdom of Cephalon, an otherwise unknown Coptic 
martyr, executed under the well-known prefect Clodius Culcianus. A 
second frame of this document has now come to light. Unfortunately, 
the new text features no personal names and, more generally, even 
though their contents are compatible, the two leaves do not provide us 
with any unambiguous links. It is, however, of some interest and 
possible significance that our earlier text (on →) states that Cephalon 
was very young. Perhaps the martyr's youth and inexperience are 
similarly highlighted in our new text (↓), when we are told that "our 
bishop," while the martyr was being tortured, kept encouraging him and 
reminding him of the crown that was awaiting him.  
  The conclusion that the two texts belong together is based on the 
cumulative evidence provided by the style of respective scribal 
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hands, the form of the paragraphus, matters of general format such as 
width of inscribed column and central margin, including the number of 
letters per line, and the present physical condition of both leaves. The 
last named item points to a similar fate prior to discovery. 
  The relative order of the two frames must remain uncertain. We 
have labeled our earlier text Frame 2 and the new one Frame 1, since in 
the former (2→) the martyr demands that the prefect exact the penalty, a 
demand which presupposes various attempts by the prefect to shake his 
resolve, while in the latter (1→) the martyr's tortures seemingly begin. 
But since 2→ also states that Culcianus, ignoring Cephalon's request, 
subjected him to more suffering, we cannot reach certainty. 
  For the convenience of the reader we re-issue here the text and 
facsimile of our earlier leaf. For commentary the earlier publication 
should still he consulted. 
  As in the case of Frame 2, we have assumed that the page order 
of Frame 1 is ↓→. Consequently, both leaves stem from the first half of 
a papyrus quire or gathering, if we assume that the quire began with ↓ 
and alternated surfaces throughout, with the exception of the centre 
pages. Our new (Sahidic) text consists of two fragments, the larger 
measuring circa 19 cmB x 21.5 cmH and the smaller one circa 3 cmB x 
3 cmH. In the absence of contrary evidence, we have retained the 
relative placement of the fragments as given, though the smaller one 
must be turned right-side up. 
  Our manuscript was inscribed with two columns of writing to a 
page with an average of 13 letters per line covering circa 10 cm (our 
earlier estimate of 9.5 cm for Frame 2 is somewhat too low). The 
preserved lower margins on both ↓ and → measure circa 4 cm. The 
extant left-hand margin is circa 2.75 cm, with a right-hand one of circa 
1.25 cm. Space between the columns varies from circa .5 cm to 2 cm. 
For Frame 2 we calculated the original format as having been circa 25 or 
26 cmB x 33 cmH. This estimate is corroborated by Frame 1 and means 
that 5 or 6 lines of text have been lost from the top of each page. 
  In addition to the usual syllabic overlining, our text furnishes 
instances of diaeresis, medial/high stop followed usually by extra 
spacing, and paragraphus. The paragraph marker was evidently not 
accompanied by ekthesis, as is the case two out of four times in Frame 2. 
The small fragment near the top of Frame 1 needs to be turned rightside 
up. 
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Frame 1↓ (Plate 15) 
 
 col. 1  col. 2 
           ] . . . . . [ 
         ] . 6m\?[ 
           ]e?n: . [ 
4           ]a?qe . . [ 
           ] . ta . [ 
            ]k  a?3?k?w e6r[ai noule 
         ] . . . ei?+  kanh 6n- . . . . . [ 
8        ] . . ratw  pr\pe a3`wk m\[m 
   ] . . `wk  mo?i?:  auw a?3? . [ 
    ]`wk n-tei+  ne6:  e6rai+ e`w?\[i auw 
   ] . soun-  a3te6s-t\:  n-t?[ere 
12    nai+ de th?rou? [4wpe 
    pe`a?3? nai+ [`ek 
    so?uwn-t\ [pe`ai na3 
    `e m\pe? [pe`a3 nai 
16    `e an?[o]k? p?[e i-s\ en 
             ] .  ta3 4p\6ise 6ap?[kos 
             ] .   mos thr3\:  epidh ak 
           ]u?w?  r\ou na\ mn-parm\n 
20           ] .  noute ai+r\ou na\?   n?m? 

   nm\mak `e 3t . . . 
    e?`wk `inrou6e 
    bottom 
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Frame 1→ (Plate 16) 
 

 col. 1   col. 2 
       ] . . [ 
                ] . 6n?[ 
              ] . ia . [ 
4         ] . [ 
           ] . e5 . . [ 
                  ] . 6en6 . .   . [ 
 e6rai e`wi+ n-6ouo?   de? 
8 e?nexristianos   kl?om?[ 
 th]r?ou `ekas ekna   n-klom?[ 
 kw] nanobe nai+ ebol:   moou . [ 
 `e] ai+r\6a6 n-nobe   auw? t? . [ 
12 par]a?pkosmos? th   moo?[ 
 r3 a]u?w nteun?ou 
 a3kel]e?ue etreu 
 talo3] e?p?6ermh 
16 tario]n? n[s]e?6ww?k?[e 
 m\mo3  eu6wwk?e? 
 de m\mo3 nerepen   Š 
 ouaab nepiskopos 
20 5twk n-6ht na3 
 `etwk n-6ht pa 
 4hre tarek`[i]m\ 
 peklometemm 
 bottom 
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Frame 2↓ (Plate 17) 
 col. 1   col. 2 
 top    top 
  ] . . . . . de   [ 
  ]e? . ort? . .    [ 
     ]lwn  mn-   a?[ 
4 agw]n?o?q?eths   . [ 
   ] . tma?u?   . [ 
     ]a?uw[   q[ 
     ] . oon[   d[ 
8          ] . m . . .    `[ 
         ]m\ . . la   n[ 
            ] . sa? .   li?[ 
                ] . n-   . . [ 
12               ] . pis   tes[ 
            ] . m\n?e   r\g?[ 
    ] . . r? o? e   po[ 
       ] . os n-`aa  Š de p?[                    pe 
16    ] n?a?i? de auka   `a[3 mp6hgemwn 
         ]i? m\pouhhb   ?̀e?[ 
           ] aubaptize   `[ 
 mmo]3? epr?a??n m?   si[ 
20 peiw]t [mn] p?[4]hr?e?   . . [ 
 mn ppna etou]aab  Š p6hge[mwn a3`oos 
                           ]e?   `e 3na[ 
                           ]h?   . ?̀e ?̀ . e?i?k?[ 
24                           ] .   n?tepnout[e 
                           ]l? .   `e ang\ ou[ 
                           ] . .   n- . . . m?o? . [ 
                              ] .    alla 5n[ 
28                          ]e?r? .   . . . . . . . . [ 
 bottom   bottom 
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Frame 2→ (Plate 18) 
 
 col. 1   col. 2 
 top   top 
                         ]  de p6hge?m?[wn . . . 
                       ] .  a3r\4phre? [pe`a3 
                          ]n  n-kefalw[n `e n 
4                      ]t?e  tk- oukou[i mmate 
                        ] .  Škefalw[n a3`w m 
                        ] .  m?[os] `e m[a nai nta 
                        ] .  p[o]f?asis [ns`wk 
8                        ]3  eb?[o]l? p? 6?[hgemwn 
                    ]nou  de ne?` 6?[ise e`n 
                    ] ?̀ . .  kefa?[lwn . . . . . .  
                       ] .  . . [ 
12                    ] . . .  e6o?[  ] . [ 
                    ]4?a .   ten?e[             a3ke 
                   ] . a`o  lege? . . . . [ 
                   ]mn-t  p . . . 3[    ] . [ 
16                  ]i? koul  sooun no2? [nrwme 
 kianos p6h]gemw\  epe3ran p[e euse 
                           ]3?  bios e36-n\ o?[ 
                      ]a?n  ne3roxhn[ 
20                      ]a?p  n-[   ] . [     ]e?i?[ 
                ] . . `it3\  t[ 
       p4]teko\? auei\  p[ 
 nse2]eu p?`oi+ ebol  k?[ 
24 nta]3?w2r\ n-qe n-  k?[ 
 mpe]tr?a: auw mp\ou  6n . [ 
 2m2o]m? ero3 e2oou  Ške?[falwn a3`oos `e 
 ebol a]lla ne4?a3  g?[ 
28   ] . . . n? n3\6i\ epa  `ie[ 
 6ou]        koukianos  tm?[ 
  bottom  bottom 
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TRANSLATION 
 
  (Frame 1↓) . . . he placed a basin . . . the temple. He washed me 
and he . . . oil upon me and anointed me. After all these things happened, 
he said to me, "Do you know me?" I said to him, "No." He said to me, 
"1 am Jesus who suffered for the whole world. Since you have shown 
favour to my man of God, I have shown favour to you . . . since evening 
. . . (→) . . . to give . . . some . . . on me more than all Christians, in order 
that you forgive me my sins because I have sinned more than the whole 
world." And immediately he ordered that he be placed on the 
hermetarion and be scraped. Now while he was being scraped our holy 
bishop kept encouraging him saying, "Take heart, my son, may you 
receive the crown which is . . . (col. 2) . . . but . . . crown . . . and. . . . "  
(Frame 2↓) . . . agonothetes . . . and . . . and these placed . . . the priest, . 
. . they baptized him in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy 
Spirit . . . he said to the prefect . . . the prefect said, "He wil . . . of God  
because I am a . . . but I will . . . " Culcianus the prefect . . . took him . . . 
to (→). . . prison. They came to launch the ship (but) it was stuck (rigid) 
as if in rock so that they were unable to set sail, but it(?) kept on . . . and 
was struck back. Culcianus the prefect was astonished (and) said to 
Cephalon, "You are (still) very young." Cephalon said, "Give me my 
sentence as you are ordered." But the prefect made Cephalon suffer . . . 
he ordered . . . There was (present) an eminent man whose name was 
Eusebios . . . Cephalon said . . . 
 
University of Toronto  A. Pietersma  
   S. T. Comstock 
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